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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
An architect is researching how to maintain the firm’s financial solvency. To remain financially solvent
over the next fiscal year, the firm must earn a certain amount of income. What value should an architect
use to help estimate what income the firm will need in the next fiscal year in order to remain financially
solvent?

Answers
current ratio

quick ratio

net profit before tax

revenue per technical staff

The answer is (D).

Solution
The current ratio is a measure of the firm’s ability to meet current obligations. It is found by dividing total
assets by total current liabilities. The quick ratio is a refinement of the current ratio. It is the sum of cash,
accounts receivable, and revenue earned but not billed, divided by total current liabilities. Net profit
before tax is the percentage of profit based on total annual revenue, minus reimbursable expenses and
consultants’ fees. New profit before tax cannot be used to estimate needed future income for solvency,
but it may be used as a target goal for profitability. If the prior years’ revenue per technical staff is
available, that number can be multiplied by the planned number of technical staff members. The product
approximately determines how much net operating revenue is required.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
In American Institute of Architects (AIA) Document A101, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner
and Contractor, Article 3, the date of commencement for a small remodeling project is March 15. The
contractor is required to achieve substantial completion in 60 days. When is the target date for substantial
completion?

Answers
May 14

May 15

June 6

June 8

The answer is (A).

Solution
Contract time is measured in calendar days, from the date of commencement of the work. No exceptions
are made for weekends or holidays when calculating contract time.

In this case, the start date is March 15. Counting March 15 as day one, there will be 16 days in March, 30
days in April, and 14 days in May.

The target date for substantial completion will be May 14, or 60 days from the date of commencement.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
For aesthetic reasons, the architect’s specifications on a building project call for a specific method of
constructing a concrete wall and slab that is not in accordance with normal construction practices. The
contractor tells the architect that the contractor believes the specified method will create unsafe
conditions. According to AIA Document A201, General Conditions of the Contract for Construction,
what action must the contractor take?

Answers
Proceed with construction following the instructions in the specifications.

Notify the architect in writing, and propose alternate methods of construction.

Give written notice to both the owner and architect of the safety concerns, and wait for
instruction from the architect.

Modify the method to make it safe, and proceed with construction.

The answer is (C).

Solution
American Institute of Architects (AIA) Document A201, General Conditions of the Contract for the
Construction, Sec. 3.3.1, states that the contractor is solely responsible for the means and methods of
construction. In this case, the contract documents call for a specific procedure to achieve the
architect’s aesthetic objectives. The contractor’s responsibility in this situation is to review the
recommendations and evaluate the implications for job site safety. If the recommendation poses no
threat, the contractor will proceed accordingly. If the contractor determines that the procedures
required may create an unsafe situation, the contractor must give timely written notice to the owner
and architect and propose an alternative way of accomplishing this work and achieving the design
intent. If the architect has no objection to the contractor’s proposal, the contractor may then perform
the work according to these alternative means and methods.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
Which of the following is a characteristic of a partnering agreement?

Answers
The partnering agreement supersedes the contracts between the owner and the architect and the

owner and the contractor.

The partnering agreement makes the architect a party to the owner-contractor agreement.

Participants in projects using partnering agree on dispute resolution methods at the beginning of
the project.

If a project using partnering loses money, all of the parties to the partnering agreement must
absorb the loss; conversely, if a profit is realized, all parties will benefit.

The answer is (C).

Solution
Partnering is a management practice that encourages team members to work toward a common goal. It
was originally tested on United States Army Corps of Engineers projects in the 1980s and was found to
reduce project disputes and litigation costs compared to traditional project delivery methods.

The owner initiates a partnering agreement. The owner hires the architect and contractor and might also
hire other consultants. The owner has a separate contract with each professional. In these contracts, the
consultants agree to be a part of the partnering process, which means that they agree to participate in
partnering activities and meetings and adhere to the dispute resolution terms defined by the team. The
participants do not have a contractual relationship with each other (i.e., their contracts are with the
owner) but they agree to cooperate and work together in good faith throughout the course of the project.

At the beginning of the project, the team members choose a third-party facilitator who leads a kick-off
workshop in which the project goals are discussed, a work plan and schedule is developed, potential
conflicts are identified, and the team determines the means of dispute resolution that will be used if
required. The participants also develop an issue resolution ladder, which is a strategy for anticipating
potential problems and a method for dealing with them.

The results of the kick-off workshop discussion are summarized in a partnering charter, to which all
participants agree. Throughout the project, the facilitator will organize periodic partnering meetings to
address and resolve issues that arise. At the end of the project, the facilitator will conduct an evaluation
and summarize the advantages and disadvantages of the approach.

Partnering provides many advantages for the owner. Partnering projects are more likely to be completed
on time and within budget, which saves time and money. Disputes are minimized and productivity and
safety increase. The architect and other consultants will not necessarily see financial benefits or be
exposed to additional risk. Moreover, these other team members will realize more intangible benefits
because the process encourages greater interaction and project satisfaction.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
A project’s construction budget is $3,125,000. The owner establishes a $312,500 architectural design fee
for a project based on 10% of the project construction budget. The architecture firm calculates that
engineering consultants’ fees, indirect labor expenses, allowance for profit, and other nonreimbursable
expenses total $162,500. The remaining money will be the architecture firm’s compensation for work on
the project.

The architect decides that 20% of the architecture firm’s compensation should be allocated for work in the
design development phase. The hourly billing rate for each of the five employees working on the project is
$125, and the firm uses a multiplier of 2.5 times the direct labor expense to determine the employee billing
rates. These five employees work 40 hours per week and are assigned solely to this project. The
utilization rate for each employee is 75%. Based on the information given, what is the minimum number of
weeks that should be included in the schedule for the design development phase?

Answers
3 weeks

4 weeks

10 weeks

12 weeks

The answer is (B).

Solution
The architecture firm’s project manager determines how much time is available for the design team’s work
on the project. If the team can meet this goal, the architecture firm will earn the projected profit. If the
project’s completion time is less than anticipated, the profit increases. If it takes more time, the profit
decreases.

The total design fee is $312,500. Of this amount, $162,500 will be paid to consultants or be used to cover
other expenses related to the project. The remainder is the amount that the architecture firm will keep.
This money will be used to pay for production expenses (i.e., direct labor).

Each employee’s billing rate is $125 per hour. The firm uses a multiplier of 2.5 times the direct labor
expense to determine the billing rates. This information may be used to figure out direct labor expenses.
Direct labor expenses include the salary, benefits, and other expenses to the firm associated with each
employee. The billing rate is divided by the multiplier to determine the direct labor expense for each hour
of the employee’s time.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
Which statement about building codes is true?

Answers
The International Building Code (IBC) is a performance code.

The use of new technologies is allowed by a prescriptive code if the designer can prove that the
design meets the intent of the code.

The only way to fulfill code requirements, if a jurisdiction has adopted the International Energy
Conservation Code (IECC), is to comply with ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1, Energy Standard for
Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings.

The architect is entitled to additional fees for revisions if a new version of the building code is
adopted after the building permit is acquired and the jurisdiction requires modifications to the design to
comply with the new requirements.

The answer is (D).

Solution
IBC is primarily a prescriptive code that states minimum requirements, some of which are based on
referenced standards. The code, however, cannot cover all possible technologies or materials that can be
used in construction. Following an alternative performance compliance path may be acceptable with the
consent of the code official. A jurisdiction may adopt the International Code Council (ICC) Performance
Code for Buildings and Facilities (ICCPC) to provide a framework for evaluating the types of designs.

The IECC offers a variety of compliance paths, including satisfying the requirements of
ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA 90.1, fulfilling the requirements outlined in IECC, or using energy consumption
calculators or software if permitted by the code official. The mechanical designer must determine which
approach is most appropriate for the building, in consultation with the code official, and follow this
compliance path throughout design and construction. The ICC publishes new versions of the codes every
three years. It is possible that the design phase of a project may be longer than three years and that code
requirements may change while the work is still in progress. Some jurisdictions allow continued use of the
previous code if the design is underway before the new code is adopted.

If the code official requires modifications to the design to comply with the new code requirements,
American Institute of Architects (AIA) Document B101, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and
Architect, allows the architect to request additional services compensation from the owner for “changing or
editing previously prepared Instruments of Service necessitated by official interpretations of applicable
codes, laws, or regulations that are either (a) contrary to specific interpretations by the applicable
authorities having jurisdiction made prior to the issuance of the building permit, or (b) contrary to the
requirements of the Instruments of Service when those Instruments of Service were prepared in
accordance with the applicable standard of care.”
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
What is the difference between the statute of limitations and the statute of repose?

Answers
The statute of repose begins when a design or construction defect is discovered. The statute of

limitations begins when design or construction of the project is complete.

The statute of repose is longer than the statute of limitations.

The statute of limitations begins when a design or construction defect is discovered. The statute
of repose begins when design or construction of the project is complete.

The statute of limitations is longer than the statute of repose.

The answer is (C).

Solution
A state’s statute of limitations establishes the amount of time that a party has to take legal action upon
discovery of a design or construction defect. In contrast, a statute of repose establishes the time to
take legal action once construction has completed. After the statute of repose period ends, an architect
or contractor may be protected from third-party claims related to a project. However, some states
include language that extends or modifies the length of time in cases of wrongful death or fraudulent
activity. The statute of repose for a construction project usually begins at a fixed time (such as
substantial completion, final inspection, or first use for the intended purpose, depending on the state),
and the length of time varies by state. Current legislation sets the statute of repose in all states
between 4 and 15 years.

The statute of limitations period and the statute of repose period for construction projects are often
longer than those established for other types of claims not related to real property. It may take time for
a design or construction date to become evident, but after a certain period of time, damage or
deterioration of a building is more likely to be due to maintenance procedures or use.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
In the design development phase, a commonly used estimating method allows the designer to compare
the cost implications of various building systems or components. This estimating method is the

Answers
parameter method

matrix costing method

cost plus overhead and profit method

unit cost method

The answer is (A).

Solution
With the matrix costing method, various cost alternatives are drawn along one side of a matrix, and
individual elements that combine to produce the total cost of the alternatives are drawn along the other
side. The matrix costing method allows the designer to compare the factors that comprise the final cost.
These factors might include the cost of custom-built versus pre-manufactured workstations, task lighting
that will be planned with custom-built units versus higher-wattage ambient lighting, and so forth.

A cost plus overhead and profit method can be implemented with either a fixed fee or a nonfixed fee for
overhead and profit. The owner usually chooses the cost-plus agreement to meet a deadline. For the
owner, finishing the project at the deadline is worth paying the contractor overhead and profit. The fixed
fee benefits the owner, but the owner often adds a bonus to the contractor as an incentive to finish the
project early.

For the unit cost method, the project is broken down into its individual building components and the
labor required to install them. Contractors typically use this method of estimation when they are
determining a bid or negotiated price for the project. It is the most accurate method, but it can only be
used when the construction drawings and specifications are complete and all the requirements of the
project are known. The estimate should include not only material and labor costs, but also the cost of
equipment, fees, and services necessary to complete the project, plus the contractor’s overhead and
profit. When subcontractors or vendors perform work, the fixed prices of the subcontractors are added to
the general contractor’s costs.

The parameter method calculates an estimated cost per square foot for many types of materials so that
the designer can understand the cost implications of each, as well as mix and match materials or
systems to arrive at a design that complies with the project budget. For example, if the architect is
considering different types of exterior cladding materials, a cost per square foot may be calculated for
wood clapboards, brick veneer, or stone veneer. The designer can then use this information to
understand how changing the materials or combining materials with different costs in varying proportions
can affect the overall cost of the project.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
The programming exercise completed as a part of the feasibility study suggests that the first floor of the existing building
will house a 450 ft  seating area and a 550 ft  kitchen and serving area. The rest of the existing first floor space will be
used for restrooms, circulation, and the like. The existing building footprint will remain the same. The occupant load of all
areas except the kitchen is calculated using the occupant load factor for assembly areas without fixed seats. This is 15 ft
per person for tables and chairs. The occupant load factor for commercial kitchens is 200 ft  per person. Determine the
proposed occupant load of the first floor of the existing building.

Answers
44 occupants

47 occupants

60 occupants

80 occupants

The answer is (B).

Solution
The occupant loads are determined for each area. Occupant loads calculated for each area are always rounded up to the
next whole number.

Subtract the kitchen area from the total first floor area to determine the remaining floor area.

Then the occupant loads are added together to determine the total occupant load for the first floor of the existing building.
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occupant loadkitchen, serving = = 2.75 (3 occupants)
550 ft2

200 ft2

occupants

occupant loadseating,other = 1200 − 550 = ft2  ft2 650 ft2
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occupant

= 43.3 (44 occupants)

total occupant loadfirst floor = 3 occupants + 44 occupants

= 47 occupants
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
The franchisor requires its franchisees to use the parent company’s standard contracts for owner-architect and owner-
contractor agreements. The information presented in the contracts is similar to that of the American Institute of
Architects (AIA) Construction Manager as Adviser (CMa) family, but the content is not exact. Which of the following
provisions in the company’s standard agreements differs from the requirements of the AIA contracts?

Answers
The architect is required to maintain professional liability insurance for the duration of the agreement.

The architect is not responsible for the contractor’s means and methods of construction.

The architect is required to provide all site documentation such as surveys and geotechnical engineering reports.

The owner’s consultants must maintain professional liability insurance.

The answer is (C).

Solution
The Construction Manager as Adviser family of AIA documents is designed for use when a third-party construction
manager is hired directly by the owner and will provide design advice and construction phase management services.
The CMa family includes AIA Document B132, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Architect,
Construction Manager as Adviser Edition, and AIA Document A132, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and
Contractor, Construction Manager as Adviser Edition, for use with AIA Document A232, General Conditions of the
Contract for Construction, Construction Manager as Adviser Edition. AIA Document E204, Sustainable Projects Exhibit,
can be used for sustainable projects. The series also includes sample agreements between the owner and construction
manager and construction phase forms such as change orders, construction change directives, certificates of
substantial completion, and applications for payment.

AIA Document B132, Sec. 2.6, requires the architect to carry professional liability insurance as stated in the agreement,
and Sec. 5.8 of this document, requires the owner’s consultants to also be insured. AIA Document B132, Sec. 3.6.1.2,
states that the architect is not responsible for the contractor’s construction means and methods and safety procedures.
These three requirements are the same as those included in the franchisor’s standard agreements.

AIA Document B132, Article 5, outlines the owner’s responsibilities to provide project information such as a program,
budget, and survey, and the architect’s right to rely upon the accuracy of this information. According to the question, the
franchisor’s standard agreement makes the architect responsible for providing surveys and other site documentation.
This requirement is different from that included in the AIA contracts.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

Question
Which of the following statements regarding building costs are true? (Choose the four that apply.)

Answers
The greater the floor area of the building, the greater the cost.

The longer the construction period, the greater the cost.

The higher the perimeter-to-floor area ratio, the greater the unit cost.

A cubic building costs less than a rectangular building of the same area.

The greater the floor-to-floor height, the greater the unit cost.

The taller the building, the greater the unit cost.

The answer is (B)(C)(E)(F).

Solution
As the floor area of the building increases, the cost per unit of area decreases. This decrease is
attributable to better perimeter-to-floor area ratios (as mentioned in option (C); the exterior envelope is
a costly building component) and more efficient utilization of the most expensive elements of the
building, such as the heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) system and elevators. In a
similar vein, for the same area, a cubic building has the least amount of exterior envelope compared
with a rectangular building. The contractor can also capitalize on economies of scale, which means
that the more materials purchased, the better the deal.

Larger buildings tend to have lower unit costs. An exception is tall buildings: above six stories or so,
costs per square foot tend to increase due to the need for elevators, additional fire protection
measures, and specialized structural systems. As floor-to-floor heights increase, so do unit costs; this
may be attributed to a need to use nonstandard building materials. In wood frame construction, for
example, exceeding an 8 ft ceiling height requires that sheets of gypsum board must be cut to fit.

In addition to design factors mentioned, the cost per unit may also be affected by the length of the
construction period, unusual contractual requirements, and the quality of the materials specified.
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Which of the following statements regarding building costs are generally true during the 
early stages of project planning and design? (Choose the four that apply.) 
 
(A) For the same floor area, a one-story building is less expensive than a two-story 
building. 
(B) Cost increases as the number of building corners increase. 
(C) The greater the floor-to-floor height of a mid-rise building, the greater the cost. 
(D) A complex building in form and shape increases costs. 
(E) The taller the building, the greater the unit costs. 
(F) A spread-out floor plan costs less than a compact building plan. 
 
The answer is (B)(C)(D)(E). 
 
Solution 
Constructing a corner of a building is generally more expensive than building a straight 
wall due to increased foundation forming, and more complex detailing for framing and 
exterior cladding. As floor-to-floor heights increase, so do costs for items such as 
structure, core walls, and exterior cladding, especially when multiplied by several times 
in a mid-rise or high-rise building. In addition to requiring special detailing, a complex 
building will generally extend the construction period, which in turn increases cost, both 
for construction itself as well as financing. Tall buildings, above six stories or so, will be 
more expensive than low buildings due to the need for elevators, additional fire 
protection measures, larger capacity HVAC systems, and larger structural systems. 
 
In most cases, for the same floor area, a one-story building will cost more than a two-
story building due to the requirements for a larger foundation and larger roof area. A 
building that is spread out will probably not be as efficient (net-to-gross floor area) and 
will require more HVAC, longer electrical runs, and more exterior cladding. 
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
In the illustration shown, what will be the best use for the sloped region between point A and point B?

Answers
Use it for parking.

Use it for walks and buildings.

Landscape it to stabilize the soil.

Develop terraces with retaining walls.

The answer is (B).

Solution
In order to determine the appropriate use for the slope, first calculate the grade according to the following formula.

G is the grade measured as a percentage, d is the vertical distance between points in feet, and L is the horizontal
distance between points in feet.

With an 8% grade, the site will best be used for buildings and walks. Parking should be planned for slopes from
1.5% to 5%. Slopes over 10% are difficult to walk on and building becomes more expensive. Slopes up to 25%
should be landscaped to prevent erosion and slopes over 50% must be terraced to prevent erosion.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
The maximum allowable area of a building is limited by a combination of

Answers
floor area ratio and construction type

occupancy group and setback requirements

bulk plane limits and floor area ratio

construction type and setback requirements

The answer is (A).

Solution
Zoning regulations limit total building area based on floor area ratio and setbacks, while building codes limit
building area by construction type and occupancy group. Bulk plane limits may affect the area by limiting height in
some cases, but they are not a primary determinant. Of the choices given, the floor area ratio (from zoning codes)
and construction type (from building codes) is the combination that limits maximum area.
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A

Resource CS3.1 Form and Parking Summary

setback height limits requirements per gross floor area or unit
zoning
districta front side rear feet stories parkingc bicycle

R-1b 25 15 15 30d 2 2 spaces and 350 ft2 NR
R-2b 25 10 5 45 3 2 spaces/unit NR
R-3 10 5 10 65 5 1.25 spaces/unit 1/3 units
M-1 5 5 5 70 5 1/1000 ft2 1/10,000 ft2

M-2 0 0 5 110 8 2/1000 ft2 1/10,000 ft2

B-1 10 0 5 110 8 1/1000 ft2 1/5000 ft2

B-2 10 0 0 150 12 1/guest room or unit 1/5000 ft2

B-3 5 0 0 250 20 2/1000 ft2 1/10,000 ft2

I-1 30 15 10 50 3 0.5/1000 ft2 NR
I-2 30 10 5 55 3 0.5/1000 ft2 NR

UE-1b 10 5 10 50d 3 2.5/1000 ft2 NR
UE-2b 5 5 10 70e 5 2/1000 ft2 1/5000 ft2

aR: residential; M: mixed use; B: business; I: industrial; UE: urban edge
bThe maximum height can be increased 1 ft for every 5 ft increase in lot width over 50 ft up to a maximum of 35 ft.
cSee specific zone district requirements for additional information.
dBulk plane limit required for side setbacks beginning on the property line at a point 10 ft above grade and extend-
ing at an angle of 45°.
eAn upper story setback of 15 ft is required above 30 ft.

Resource CS3.2 Site Plan Diagram
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

Question
The energy cost budget method, as defined in ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1, is recommended for
which of the following types of buildings? (Choose the four that apply.)

Answers
building that utilizes passive solar heating

convenience store operating 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

office building powered with photovoltaic panels

retail store designed as a zero-net energy structure

building with no mechanical system

two-story apartment building

The answer is (A)(B)(C)(D).

Solution
The building energy cost method allows the designer to compare the annual energy costs of the
design building to a baseline building. If the design energy costs are less in the design building, the
building complies with the standard. This method must be used to obtain LEED credit. It cannot be
used to analyze a building that does not have a mechanical system or a low-rise residential building.

Two alternative approaches to analyzing annual energy costs are the system performance method
and the prescriptive criteria method. The system performance method requires complex calculations
based upon the site’s climate. A computer model of the design building is often necessary to complete
these calculations. The prescriptive criteria method allows calculations to be completed relatively
quickly but tends to be more restrictive than the other methods.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
An architect is designing a nursing home with 150 beds. The patients have varying levels of mobility and
independence. The building manager requests a heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC)
system that permits each patient to control the temperature in his or her own room, that is quiet, and that
requires minimal maintenance. Which type of system will be the most appropriate recommendation?

Answers
packaged terminal units

fan coil terminals

variable air volume

single duct, constant air volume

The answer is (C).

Solution
A variable air volume (VAV) system will be the best choice for this application. VAV systems allow for
individual control of temperature, quiet operation, and minimal maintenance.

Packaged terminal units and fan coil terminals permit control over the temperatures of individual spaces
but do not operate as quietly or require as little maintenance as VAV systems.

Single duct, constant air volume (CAV) units are relatively inexpensive to install and maintain but do not
offer occupants the ability to control the temperatures of individual spaces.
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! Return to Questions

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
An office building is to be constructed with a green roof. Which of the following is an
acceptable slope for the roof deck?

Answers
0.08%

2.0%

32%

40%

The answer is (B).

Solution
The roof deck for a green roof should have a minimum slope of 1.5% and a maximum slope of
30%. 2.0% falls within this range, so it is the correct answer.

0.08% slope is the maximum allowable slope for an accessible ramp. It is, however, too
shallow for the roof deck of a green roof and would not provide adequate drainage. Slopes
above 30% will have issues in stabilizing the growth medium in place.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
Which building type is most appropriate for a retail store in an urban setting?

Answers
courtyard building

perimeter yard building

rear yard building

side yard building

The answer is (C).

Solution
In an urban setting, a rear yard building is most appropriate for a retail store. In urban site planning, there
are four basic types of site utilization based on where the building is located. With a rear yard type, the
front of the building is placed on the lot line. Open space at the rear of the lot is used for parking, service,
or other functions. This type is a good way for retail stores to expose a maximum amount of storefront to
the street while defining an edge of an urban space.

A courtyard building occupies all or nearly all of the edges of a lot with a private interior courtyard. This
building type is good where security or privacy is needed for the outdoor space. A perimeter yard building
is located in the middle of the lot with open space surrounding it. It is often utilized in semi-urban or
suburban locations for residential use or where a monumental appearance is desired. A side yard building
occupies one side of the lot with the other side open. This configuration can be used to create a
semiprivate yard or to orient the building for solar access.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
Wood I-joists generally can be used for spans

Answers
up to about 20 ft

up to about 30 ft

up to about 45 ft

exceeding 100 ft

The answer is (C).

Solution
Wood I-joists generally can used for spans larger than 20 ft, up to about 45 ft or a little more, depending on the
manufacturer.

The size of lumber is limited by the size of the trees from which it is made. For this reason, regular sawn lumber
joists are usually available for spans up to about 20 ft. In wood buildings and for spans larger than 20 ft, sawn
lumber joists cannot be used and other options must be considered, such as I-joists and other engineered wood
products like laminated veneer lumber (LVL) and glulam (glued laminated construction).

Wood I-joists have an I-section, with flanges made of lumber and a web made of plywood or oriented strand board
(OSB). They are generally spaced like sawn lumber beams, and often frame into an LVL or a glulam beam in the
perpendicular direction. They are usually available for spans up to about 45 ft.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

Question
An architect is planning a small day care center for three- to six-year-old children. The space needs are given in
the table.

area

space (ft ) location requirements

administrator office 150 near entry

assistant’s office 150 directly adjacent to administrator’s office

staff lounge 200 –

children’s toilets 200 adjacent to classrooms and outdoor play area

kitchen 250 adjacent to multipurpose room

storage 250 –

adult toilets 300 –

entry and reception 400 at drop-off area

classroom I 500 directly adjacent to outdoor play area

classroom II 500 directly adjacent to outdoor play area

multipurpose room 600 adjacent to storage

outdoor play area 3000 –

When designing the center, what are the most important issues that the architect must consider? (Choose the
three that apply.)

Answers
educational needs

relationship to outdoor spaces

toilet rooms

exits

children’s storage areas

multipurpose room location

The answer is (A)(B)(D).
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Solution
Toilet rooms, storage areas, and the specific location of the multipurpose room are not the most important spaces
for a day care center. For any day care facility or school, educational needs and outdoor spaces are the primary
concerns. Children must be able to evacuate the building safely, so exits are critical components of the design.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
In a construction project, an exterior column is placed very close to the property line. The next adjacent
column is relatively far from this exterior column. Assume a pile foundation is not required. What is the
most appropriate footing type for this column?

Answers
square footing

strap footing

mat foundation

raft foundation

The answer is (B).

Solution
A strap footing is a variation of a combined footing. A combined footing is a single footing for two
columns that are close to each other. In a strap footing, a concrete strap acting like a beam is used to
transfer the load from the column in question to the adjacent column if the next column is somewhat
far. A strap footing is most appropriate for this exterior column.

If an exterior column is located very close to the property line, its footing cannot be extended into the
neighboring property. For this reason, a regular square footing is generally not an option. A mat
foundation is a slab foundation that covers the entire floor area. It is not the appropriate choice here. A
raft foundation is a type of mat foundation placed deep into the soil, and is also not the appropriate
choice.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
What is the most important fire-resistance property of a concrete masonry unit (CMU) partition?

Answers
overall width

density

joint reinforcement

equivalent thickness

The answer is (D).

Solution
Concrete masonry partitions are usually hollow, so the actual thickness of the solid material, not the
actual overall width, is used to rate the fire resistance of the unit.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

Question
Which statements about drainage are correct? (Choose the three that apply.)

Answers
The vent stack often connects with the stack vent above the highest fixture served by the stack.

The vent stack may extend through the roof.

Vents help prevent the drainage of water from traps.

The house drain cannot also serve as the building sewer.

Cleanouts are always a necessary part of a drainage system.

Vents have a maximum size of 1 in.

The answer is (A)(B)(D).

Solution
The vent stack may extend through the roof, but this is not required. In many cases, the vent stack
connects with the stack vent above the highest fixture served by the stack. Graywater and blackwater
must drain separately.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

Question
Which of the following are required of lavatories to meet ADA Accessibility Guidelines? (Choose the four
that apply.)

Answers
The lavatory rim should be no more than 34 in above the finish floor.

Clear floor space of 30 in by 48 in must be provided in front of the lavatory.

All piping must be concealed within cabinetry.

The bowl of the sink must be no greater than 6  in deep.

A minimum vertical clearance of 29 in must be provided in front of the lavatory.

All piping must be insulated.

The answer is (A)(B)(D)(E).

Solution
Hot water and drain pipes must either be protected with an enclosure, wrapped with insulation or plastic
covers, or concealed within cabinetry so that a person cannot come in contact with them and be burned.
Options C and E are incorrect because either one alone would meet the ADA guidelines.

The ADA Accessibility Guidelines require the following for accessible lavatories. (Note that some of these
guidelines are different for lavatories designed primarily for children’s use. Review the ADA Accessibility
Guidelines for more information.)

The rim of the lavatory should be no higher than 34 in above the finish floor.

There should be a vertical clearance of at least 29 in in front of the lavatory.

There must be 30 in by 48 in area of clear floor space for forward approach extending a maximum of
19 in under the lavatory. This clear floor space must adjoin or overlap an accessible route.

Each sink must be a maximum of 6  in deep.

All plumbing pipes are to be insulated or otherwise protected against contact, with no sharp or rough
edges under the sink.

The ADA Accessibility Guidelines can be reviewed at access-board.gov. A link can also be found at
ppi2pass.com.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

Question
Which of the following statements about escalators are correct? (Choose the four that apply.)

Answers
Escalators move large numbers of people quickly.

The normal angle of incline for an escalator is between 40° and 50°.

An escalator generally moves at a speed of 1–2 ft per second.

Escalators can include fire protection systems.

Escalators must be centrally located.

The parallel arrangement of escalators is preferred over the crisscross arrangement due to easier
structural requirements.

The answer is (A)(C)(D)(E).

Solution
The normal angle of incline in escalators is about 30°. Option B is incorrect.

Generally, the crisscross arrangement is preferred over the parallel arrangement because it is more
compact and its structural design is easier. Option F is incorrect.

All other statements are correct.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

Question
Which of the following statements about tilt-up walls are correct? (Choose the four that apply.)

Answers
Tilt-up walls are reinforced concrete walls that are precast generally in a flat position and later tilted

up to a vertical position.

Tilt-up walls are subject to high stresses during construction.

Exterior columns used with tilt-up walls must be precast concrete columns.

Tilt-up walls provide good fire resistance, great strength, and low maintenance.

Tilt-up walls are delivered on a truck.

Tilt-up walls can be supported by a structural steel frame.

The answer is (A)(B)(E)(F).

Solution
Exterior columns used with tilt-up walls do not necessarily have to be precast concrete. These columns
can also be cast-in-place concrete or steel columns. Tilt-up walls do not provide great strength against
lateral forces. The other statements are true.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

Question
Which statements about a passive solar water heating system are correct? (Choose the four that
apply.) Such a system has a

Answers
storage tank that is placed above the collector

low initial cost

high operation cost

reliable mechanical system

pump

storage tank that can cause structural costs

The answer is (A)(B)(D)(F).

Solution
Because a passive solar water heating system has no pump, gravity is used to circulate the water, and
the storage tank must be placed above the collector. In general, a passive solar water heating system
has both a low initial cost and a low operation cost. A passive solar water heating system has a high
mechanical reliability because it has no pump that can fail or malfunction. Placing the storage tank on
the roof can cause structural problems if it is heavy and the roof framing is inadequate. The placement
of the storage tank on the roof may be subject to local design review and additional costs may be
incurred to shield the tank from the street view.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
While removing floor tile in the lobby of an old theater, a contractor suspects that the mastic may contain asbestos. In
accordance with American Institute of Architects (AIA) Document A201, General Conditions of the Contract for
Construction, she stops work and reports her findings to the owner. The owner hires a testing laboratory to evaluate the
samples, which confirms the contractor’s suspicions. The project is at a standstill for three weeks while abatement takes
place. When the area is clear, the contractor prepares a change order request for a time extension and compensation for
expenses incurred as a result of the discovery. The owner refuses, stating that the contractor’s proposal for four extra
weeks and $10,000 to cover shutdown and startup costs is unreasonable. What is the next step?

Answers
The architect should issue a construction change directive and order the work to proceed so that more time is not

lost while the owner and contractor negotiate.

The claim should proceed directly to mediation.

The contract time should automatically be extended by three weeks because the project was shut down for three
weeks.

The initial decision maker (IDM) should review the claim and make a decision.

The answer is (D).

Solution
AIA Document A201, Sec. 10.3, addresses the discovery of hazardous materials. The contractor was correct to stop
work and immediately notify the owner of her suspicions, and the owner was correct to engage a testing agency to
confirm that asbestos was present. The contractor has the right to an appropriate extension of the contract time and fair
compensation for costs related to stopping and restarting the work. This change is negotiated between the owner and
contractor, and the contract is modified by change order.

If the owner and contractor cannot agree, the contractor may assert a claim, and the issue is referred to the initial
decision maker as discussed in AIA Document A201, Sec. 15.2.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
Procedures a bidder must follow to propose a substitution will be found in the

Answers
advertisement to bid

“front-end” of the specifications (Division 01)

instructions to bidders

general conditions

The answer is (C).

Solution
The procedure a contractor must follow to propose a substitution during bidding is defined in the
instructions to bidders. After the contract is awarded, if the contractor wishes to propose a substitution, he
or she must consult the instructions in the general requirements of the specifications. (These instructions,
in Division 01, are sometimes referred to as front-end documents.) The advertisement to bid simply states
that bidding is being accepted for a particular project and gives information about how to view the project
documents and submit a bid.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
Which of the following statements is correct?

Answers
The architect may stop work if the contractor’s performance is not satisfactory or is at variance with

the contract documents.

The owner may carry on the work and deduct costs normally due to the contractor for any
corrections required because of unsatisfactory work.

The architect may stop the work if the architect reports safety problems on the site.

The owner is not required to refuse to give the contractor proof that he or she can meet the
financial obligations of the project.

The answer is (B).

Solution
American Institute of Architects (AIA) Document A201, General Conditions of the Contract for
Construction, Sec. 2.2, Evidence of the Owner’s Financial Arrangements, states that the owner is
obligated to furnish the contractor with reasonable evidence that financial arrangements have been made
to fulfill his or her obligations under the contract. The contractor is not required to start work until this
information has been provided. If the scope of the work increases during the course of the project, the
contractor may request additional evidence that the owner can pay for the additional work.

AIA Document A201, Sec. 2.4 and Sec. 2.5, authorizes the owner to stop work for deficiencies in
performance or safety violations or carry on the work with the owner’s own forces to correct portions of
the project where the contractor’s performance is unsatisfactory and deduct the costs of the corrections
from the contract sum. The architect is not given the authority to stop the work, but the architect should
report situations warranting such action to the owner.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
A project is about 60% complete when the owner begins receiving field reports from the architect stating
that the contractor is failing to properly supervise the job, which is resulting in incorrect work. After
receiving several unsatisfactory reports, the owner becomes concerned about the contractor’s
performance and progress and asks the architect for advice. What should be done if the work is being
performed under the conditions of American Institute of Architects (AIA) Document A201, General
Conditions of the Contract for Construction?

Answers
After receiving the architect’s field reports, the owner should stop the work and arrange for a

meeting between the owner, architect, and contractor to determine the cause of the problems and what
the contractor intends to do. If the contractor does not correct the work, the owner may carry out the
work with other contractors and deduct the cost of the repairs from the original contractor’s construction
cost by change order.

The architect should recommend that the owner give the contractor written notice of
nonconformance with the contract documents and if, after seven days, the contractor has not begun
corrective measures, the owner should terminate the contract.

The architect and owner should discuss the problem to see if the owner is willing to accept the
nonconforming work in exchange for a reduction in the contract sum. If not, the owner should give
seven days’ written notice to terminate the contract. The owner has the option of finding another
contractor to finish the job.

The architect should, with the owner’s knowledge, reject nonconforming work and notify the
contractor that it must be corrected promptly. The architect should then remind the owner that the
owner can have the work corrected after giving the contractor a seven-day written notice to correct the
work and then an additional three days with a written notice.

The answer is (D).

Solution
The first step is to officially notify the contractor that the work is incorrect. The architect must do this in
writing. The incorrect work should be rejected, and the contractor should be told to promptly correct it in
accordance with the contract. If the contractor does not correct the work, the owner may correct the work
with his or her own forces or terminate the original construction contract.

Stopping the work always has a detrimental effect on the entire project, and it does not provide for the
normal notice to the contractor of nonconforming work. Quick termination of the contract without trying
other remedies is not in accordance with the contract.
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The contractor should always be notified in writing of any problems with the work and asked to correct the
situation. The owner does have the option of accepting nonconforming work, but this is often not the best
course of action because it can lead to disagreement about what amount should be deducted from the
contract sum for acceptance of the nonconforming work.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
Substantial completion indicates

Answers
that the owner can make use of the work for its intended purpose, and the requirements of the

contract documents have been fulfilled

that the contractor has completed correction of all punch list items

that the final certificate for payment has been issued by the architect, and all documentation has
been delivered to the owner

the date on which the contractor prepares the punch list

The answer is (A).

Solution
Substantial completion is the point at which the owner can make use of the work for its intended
purpose, and the requirements of the contract documents have been fulfilled. This is a critical point in
construction because it marks the date that the building owner assumes the warranty on equipment. It is
possible for a project to be deemed substantially complete even if punch list items remain incomplete.
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The direct labor expense and the architectural fee are used to determine how much time is available for
the design development phase. 20% of the architectural fee of $150,000 is $30,000—the amount that the
project manager has budgeted for use during the design development phase.

The design development time is divided by the number of employees to determine how many hours each
employee can work on the project.

Each employee works 40 hours per week and is assigned solely to this project, so all of their billable time
is devoted to this work. The utilization rate of 75% means that some time spent at work is not billable. The
work week is multiplied by the utilization rate to determine the number of billable hours that each
employee will record per week.

To determine the minimum number of weeks that should be budgeted for the design development phase,
the employee work time is divided by the billable time.

direct labor expense

 

 

=
billing rate  

multiplier

=  

$125

hr
2.5

= $50/hr

design development time

 

 

 

=
20% architectural fee

direct labor expense

=
(0.2)($150,000)

$50

hr

=
$30,000

$50

hr
=  600 hr

employee work time

 

 

=
design development time

no. of employees

=
600 hr

5 employees

= 120 hr/employee

billable time

 

 

= (utilization rate)( )hr per wk

employee

= (0.75)( )40 hr

employee

= 30 wk/employee

design development phase time

 

 

=
employee work time

billable time

=

120 
hr

employee

30 
hr

wk
= 4 wk
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
After a two-week vacation, an architect returns to the office Monday morning and finds an application for
payment waiting. The envelope is stamped with last Friday’s date. How should the architect process this
application?

Answers
Call the contractor to discuss the project’s progress over the past two weeks.

Compare the quantities listed on the pay application to the approved schedule of values, and visit
the job site.

Confer with others in the office who have been working on the project to determine whether or not
to approve the application.

Undertake a detailed site inspection, and review subcontractor’s invoices.

The answer is (B).

Solution
After a two-week absence from the office, the architect should check in with the contractor to find out how
the job is progressing, but this conversation cannot be the only evaluation of the project’s status. Before
approving an application for payment, the architect is legally and ethically required to see in person
whether or not work has progressed sufficiently, even if others in the office may offer their observations.
American Institute of Architects (AIA) Document B101, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and
Architect, specifies that the architect’s review of the application for payment is not an inspection of the
completed work or means and methods of construction, the architect is not required to review receipts or
invoices from suppliers or subcontractors, and the architect is not required to determine how funds
received by the contractor are being distributed to others.

The owner and contractor agree upon the time limits for review and payment in AIA Document A101,
Sec. 5.1.3.

According to AIA Document A101, Standard Form of Agreement Between Owner and Contractor, Article
5, Payment, each application for payment must be based on the schedule of values. The schedule of
values is a list of all the elements of the project, prepared by the contractor at the beginning of
construction. Each element is assigned a monetary value or cost. The sum of all of these values is the
total cost of the work, which is due to the contractor upon completion of the contract requirements.

The architect’s responsibility, defined in AIA Document B101, Sec. 3.6.3, is to verify that the work has
progressed to the point indicated by the contractor and that the quality of the work is in accordance with
the contract documents. To do so, the architect should evaluate the percentage of completion of each line
item on the schedule of values that the contractor claims on each application for payment in comparison
to the progress observed on-site and to consider other factors such as uncorrected work or failure to pay
subcontractors. The goal of this evaluation is to keep payments to the contractor on pace with the work
completed so that the contractor is compensated in a fair and timely manner and so that the owner is
protected from paying too much too quickly or paying for work that is unacceptable or incomplete.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
When is the contractor usually entitled to submit an application for payment that requests payment of the retainage?

Answers
following the approval of the first application for payment

after each subcontractor completes his or her portion of the work and the retainage associated with that line item
can be released

when the project has reached substantial completion

after the final completion inspection

The answer is (D).

Solution
Retainage is the percentage of the contract sum that is withheld from each payment throughout the course of the project
to create a fund that protects the owner from a situation in which the contractor does not have sufficient funds to
compensate creditors or subcontractors and cannot complete the work. The time at which it is released to the contractor
depends on the arrangements agreed upon in the owner-contractor agreement, but it is usually held by the owner until the
end of the project. The contractor may then request release of the retainage through the final application for payment.

The terms of retainage, however, are subject to negotiation as part of the contract discussions, and the contractor may
negotiate an arrangement in which the percentage of retainage decreases as the project moves forward. Retainage
affects the first subcontractors more than those who come to the site near the end of the project because they may not
receive full compensation for their work until the project comes to an end, which could be months or even years after their
responsibilities are complete.
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Question
While the contractors were reviewing the documents and preparing their proposals, Parallax Architects
completed the design for a custom-built reception desk for Solstice Corporation’s entrance. Because the
desk’s design was not complete when the documents were issued to the contractors for pricing, each
contractor was instructed to include a $5000 allowance in his or her proposal for the desk. The owner
specified that the desk is to be built by Meridian Millwork Company.

The invoice with itemized costs to the contractor from Meridian Millwork Company is given.

item quantity cost extended

labor: finish carpenter 22 hr $52.25/hr $1149.50

labor: laborer 5 hr $32.75/hr $163.75

labor $1313.25

4×8 sheets A2 plywood, plain-sliced 3 ea $80/ea $240.00

quartz countertop and facing, waterfall/riser, 1.18 in 22 ft $125/ft $2750.00

file/storage drawers (box, face, soft close slides) 6 ea $300/ea $1800.00

keyboard tray 1 ea $300/ea $300.00

hardware 1 ls $350/ls $350.00

grommet and power strip 2 ea $100/ea $200.00

materials $5640.00

sales tax $564.00

delivery $250.00

total $7767.25

The contractor received the desk at the site. Installing the desk and making the connections to power and
data systems took two laborers three hours at $50 per hour. The contractor’s overhead and profit rate is
15%.

What is the change to the contract sum that should be recorded on the change order?

Answers
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

$2767.25

$3067.25

$3932.34

$4277.34

The answer is (A).

Solution
American Institute of Architects (AIA) Document A201, General Conditions of the Contract for
Construction, Sec. 3.8, allows the owner the opportunity to request that contractors include an allowance
in their proposals to pay for materials that are undefined at the time that the proposals are presented. The
owner may choose the company or supplier that provides materials covered by allowances. In this case,
the owner chose to have the desk fabricated by Meridian Millwork Company.

The invoice from Meridian Millwork Company to Polaris Construction Services states that the final cost of
the desk to the contractor is $7767.25. AIA Document A201, Sec. 3.8.2, states that allowances cover the
costs of materials only. The cost to the contractor to receive and install the item, as well as overhead and
profit costs associated with the item, are to be included in the contract sum (contractor’s proposal) but are
not included in the allowance. These costs can be estimated based on the amount of the allowance given
in the request for bids and the scope of the work described.

In this case, the desk cost, C, is more than the allowance amount, A, so the contract sum, S, is adjusted
by a debit change order.

Therefore, the change order amount should be $2767.25.

If the cost of the desk is less than the allowance amount, the owner will be due a credit in the amount of
the difference.

S = C − A

= $7767.25 − 5000.00

= $2767.25
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The contractor could anticipate the cost of installation and connections and include this in the bid. 
Overhead and profit on the $5000 allowance amount should also be included in the bid.   
 
However, because the desk itself cost more than the allowance, the contractor would be entitled to 
overhead and profit on the excess amount of $2767.25 per Sec. 3.8.2.2 and 3.8.2.3. 
 


 
$2767.25 15% $415.09
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Question
Solstice Corporation decides to use ceramic tile flooring in the employee break room and server rooms, rather than install
the vinyl composition tile (VCT) that was originally specified. The general contractor prepares a proposal for the change, as
shown in the table.

ceramic tile: materials and installation $5245.00

contractor’s overhead and profit (15%) $786.75

total cost for ceramic tile $6031.75

vinyl composition tile: materials and installation $3265.50

contractor’s overhead and profit (15%) $489.83

total cost for vinyl composition tile $3,755.33

Which statement is correct?

Answers
This change can be made with American Institute of Architects (AIA) Document G710, Architect’s Supplemental

Instructions.

A change order should be issued in the amount of $2276.42.

The contractor is not entitled to additional overhead and profit for changes to the work and the amount of the change
order should be $1979.50.

The contractor has the right to refuse to install the alternative product until receiving payment for the additional work.

The answer is (B).

Solution
Cost changes to a project must be recorded on a change order document. AIA Document G710, Architect’s Supplemental
Instructions, is only used to issue clarifications to the design intent or minor changes that do not result in a price change.

If the contractor disagrees with on the proposed cost of the change or changes to the contract time, the architect, with the
owner’s approval, can issue a construction change directive. The contractor is required to proceed with the work while
negotiations regarding the cost continue, and keep records of actual expenses incurred. When resolved, a change order is
issued to formalize the change.

When a more expensive product is substituted for a lower-cost one, the amount of the change order is the net difference in
the cost of the work, which includes overhead and profit as established in the Agreement for the project as described in AIA
Document A201, General Conditions of the Contract for Construction, Sec. 7.3.4.

To determine the amount of the change order, calculate the cost difference, C , between the ceramic tile flooring, T , and
VCT flooring, V .
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